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The Putsch® Vantage 95 
is a flexible, compact, 

horizontal beam saw that 
is ideal for growing 
fabricators seeking 

production, performance 

and value. The Putsch® CNC 
Kopernic Vertical 

Machining Center is the 
right CNC which allows 
to process various kinds 
of panels while saving 

space in the work room. 
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The Eclipse is an efficient, 
semi-automatic, contour 

edgebanding machine 
with a universal trimmer, 

perfect for straight or 
shaped panels while 

executing with extreme 
precision.  

Also Featuring...

Alpha 21 Classic Alpha 35T RC92

Semi-automatic 
boring unit with 

21 spindle heads, 
perfect for any 

small or medium 
sized workspace.

Semi-automatic 
boring unit with 

35 spindle heads, 
perfect for any 

small or medium 
sized workspace.

A universal 
edgebander for 

concave and 
convex corners, 

with reduced 
dimensions to save 

space

The K2 2.0 is the best and 
most technically advanced 

machine for panel 
processing. With an 

automatic tool changer 
and modern software, the 
programming is efficient 

and easy to use. 

 The Blitz 2.0 is a 
reliable, numerically 

controlled machine with 
simple software capable 

of performing drilling, 
gluing and dowel 

inserting. This machine 
is great for production 
levels of all demand. 

The Acoustic is the 
ideal CNC Boring 

machine that 
produces high-quality 

acoustic and sound 
absorbing panels as 
well as assisting the 
production of wind 

turbine blades.

Putsch® & Company is now exclusive to Vitap in the United States

The Putsch®  SVP 1080 is the most cost effective automatic saw for 
performing vertical and horizontal cuts on thick multi-laminates as well 

as fire resistant and security bulletproof glass. 
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The Putsch ® SVP Series is “the best way to cut” through a design that offers safety, 
ergonomic operation, precision cutting and grooving, as well as space efficiency. 

SVP 133 + 145:  Classic, highly adaptable model series for any sheet type or budget. 

SVP 320 + 420: Motorized twin blade scoring and THK linear guides for premium quality cuts. 

SVP 950: 3-inch cutting depth for stack cutting capability and over 17 feet of work surface. 

SVP 980: Vertical panel saw with touchscreen access to controls, cut lists and manuals. 

The Putsch® EBP Edgebander Series is our family of compact edgebanders made specifically with small 
to medium sized workshops in mind. Depending on the model series, the EBP Series of Edgebanders can 

be outfitted with many different production enhancing features and accessories. 

EBP 320:  Our most basic edgebander that is a welcomed addition in any small workshop.

EBP 420: The most popular edgebander that offers increased panel workability. 

EBP 950:  Includes three spaces for optional edge scraping, glue scraping and buffing operations as well as 

anti-adherence and cleaning spray stations. 

EBP 980: Robustly built to handle larger banding and panel size while maintaining its ease of use. 

PCR: Hydropneumatic copy rounder for straight or shaped corners. 

The SVP Series of Vertical Panel Saws can be 
customizable to fit your cutting needs. 

EBP Series 
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